
CSE 105
Haskell Assignment 3

Due: Monday November 7, 2016

Instructions

Usual policies apply. This is an optional Haskell programming assignment for extra credit. (See
course webpage for details.) You can collaborate with other students on the solution of this assign-
ment, but you should write your own solutions and submit them individually. If you need help with
Haskell, read the introductory material posted on the course webpage, previous assignments and
post questions on piazza under the Haskell tag.
In this assignment we will look at closure properties of context free languages, and their rela-
tion to regular languages. We are providing two support files RegEx.hs and CFG.hs containing
the haskell definition of regular expression and context free grammars, starter files Haskell31.hs,
Haskell32.hs, Haskell33.hs, Haskell34.hs, Haskell35.hs for each of the following problems,
and a final testing file Haskell3.hs combining your solutions in a final application that transforms
regular expression into equivalent context free grammars.
All haskell files can be either downloaded from the course webpage, or copied from the $PUBLIC/HW5

directory on ieng6.
Before you start working on the problems, take a look at the two supporting files:

• RegEx.hs contains the definition of a haskell data type to describe regular expressions. The
RegEx data type closely follows the textbook definition of regular expression, with base cases
for the empty set (EmptySet) and single character (C ’a’) expressions, and inductive cases
for concatenation, union and Kleene star. (Notice infix operator syntax for the union :+: and
concatenation :*: operations.) See regex1 expression for an example of RegEx.

• CFG.hs contains the definition of context free grammar, as well as some utility functions. The
CFG data type is parametrized by the type of variables, similarly to how we parametrized the
definition of DFA on the type of states. This gives much flexibility when combining grammars
together to prove closure properties. A CFG var (i.e. a grammar with variables of type var)
is just a list of rules [Rule var] (with the same type of variables) tagged with a constructor
CFG to distinguish it from other types of lists. Each rule is specified by a variable var (the left
hand side of the rule) and a list of symbols (the right hand side of the rule). Each symbol can
be either a variable V var or a terminal symbol T Char.

Conventions: The set of variables (and terminal symbols) in the grammar is implicitly specified,
as the set of symbols that appear in the rules. Similarly, the start variable of the grammar is not
explicitly defined, but assumed to be the variable of the first rule in the grammar. A grammar with
an empty set of rules represents the empty set, and does not require the selection of a start variable.
See cfg1 and cfg2 for examples of how to use these data types to specify context free grammars in
haskell. Both examples are of type CFG Char, i.e., variables are also described by characters, and
we followed the convention from the textbook of using uppercase characters for variable symbols,
and lower case for the alphabet. You can ignore the definition of the utility functions: they provide
functions to list or rename the variables in a grammar, and print functions to display CFG values
which you can use to debug your code, but their definition is otherwise not important.
As a solution, you should complete the definitions in the five starter files, and submit all 5 files
using the command bundleP3 on ieng6. A minimal requirement to receive partial credit on any of
the parts is that your haskell files compile. If you submission cannot be compiled, we will not be
able to evaluate it.

Key Concepts Regular Expressions, Context Free Grammars, Closure properties of CFG,
transforming regular expressions to CFG.



1. Remember that for any string w ∈ Σ∗, the expression wR denotes the reverse of w, i.e., w written backward. The
reversal of a language LR = {wR | w ∈ L} is obtained by reversing every word.
In this problem you are asked to prove that the class of context free languages is closed under reverse, i.e., if L is context
free then LR is also context free. You will prove this by writing a program reverseCFG that on input a CFG G for a
language L, outputs a CFG for LR.
Hint: Follow the suggestion of giving a transformation that does not change the type/set of variable symbols
You can test your program on the example grammars from CFG.hs by loading your Haskell31.hs in ghci, and then
issue the commands print cfg1 (to see the original grammar) and print (reverseCFG cfg1) (to see the result of your
transformation.) Similarly for cfg2, or any other test grammar of your choice.

2. This is part of a list of problems with the final goal of showing that regular expressions can be transformed into
equivalent context free grammars. We will do so by proving that context free languages are closed under the basic regular
operations.
To start with, as bases cases, give CFGs for the empty language ∅ and the singleton language {a}, starting from
Haskell32.hs and replacing the undefined commands with the appropriate grammars.
Hint: As usual, take the type declarations of emtpyCFG and charCFG in the starter file as a hint at the type of variables
you may want to use in your grammar. These declaration use the special type () (called “unit”), which is a type with only
one value, also written (). This means you can solve these problems with only one variable symbol.

3. Prove that context free languages are closed under Kleene star by giving a transformation that on input a CFG G,
outputs a new grammar G′ such that L(G′) = L(G)∗. Express your tranformation as a haskell program starCFG, starting
from Haskell33.hs and replacing undefined with your definition.
Hint: Use the NewVar var type to add a new variable to the input grammar. You can use the renameVars: (a->b) ->

[Rule a] -> [Rule b] function from CFG.hs to rename the variables in a list of grammar rule. Pay special attention
to the case when the input grammar has an empty list of rules (in which case, by convention, it represents the empty
language.)
You can test your program on some example grammars as in problem 1.

4. Prove that context free languages are closed under concatenation by giving a transformation that on input two CFG
G,G′, outputs a new grammar G′′ such that L(G′′) = L(G) · L(G′). Express your tranformation as a haskell program
concatCFG, starting from Haskell34.hs and replacing undefined with your definition.
Hint: Similar to problem 3. Take the type declaration of concatCFG in the starter file as a hint about using an extra
variable, pay special attention to the case where one of the input grammars has an empty list of rules, and use renameVars

to rename the variables in the in the input grammars.
Test your program on some example grammars as in problem 1, e.g., by issuing the command print (concatCFG cfg1

cfg2) in ghci.

5. Prove that context free languages are closed under union by giving a transformation that on input two CFG G,G′,
outputs a new grammar G′′ such that L(G′′) = L(G)∪L(G′). Express your tranformation as a haskell program unionCFG,
starting from Haskell35.hs and replacing undefined with your definition.
Hint: Similar to problem 4. Take the type declaration of unionCFG in the starter file as a hint about using an extra
variable, pay special attention to the case where one of the input grammars has an empty list of rules, and use renameVars

to rename the variables in the in the input grammars.
Test your program on some example grammars as in problem 1, e.g., by issuing the command print (unionCFG cfg1

cfg2) in ghci.

Final Test You can perform a final test by combining the closure properties you implemented in problems 2-5 into a
procedure to transform arbitrary regular expressions to equivalent context free grammars. We already implemented this
for you in the file Haskell3.hs. Load it in ghci, and then issue the commands print regex1 and print (regexToCFG

regex1) to see the test regular expression (defined in RegEx.hs and the grammar obtained using your functions. If you
prefer to use integer values for the variables you can use print (intCFG (regexToCFG regex1)). or print (intCFG

(regexToCFG (Star (C ’a’ :+: C ’b’) :*: Star (EmptySet :+: EmptySet)))) for the CFG corresponding to
regular expression (a ∪ b)∗ · (∅ ∪ ∅)∗, or any other regular expression of your choice. If you look at the Haskell3.hs, you
will see it contains a new type SomeCFG cfg, defined in CFG.hs. This makes use of an anvanced feature of haskell, called
existentially quantified types, but you may easily guess what it stands for: a grammar CFG var with variables of some
(unspecified) type var.


